THE GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT

BASIC DEFINITION

The Great White Brotherhood of Light is an Advanced spiritual intelligence that can take on physical form and have the responsibility of governing stellar orders with respect to the local hierarchy/federation of the Deity. The Seventy Brotherhoods which comprise the Great White Brotherhood that have the greater responsibility of administering the Cosmic Law of YHWH in our Son universe. Whole Light Beings comprise the ranks of the spiritual Brotherhoods preparing the physical and spiritual civilizations for the Bride as the New Jerusalem, a heavenly city or threshold command in charge of renewing creation. The Great White Brotherhood is the Hierarchy of power which has as part of its authority the color coding of the lower heavens. It uses these color radiations to evolve living membrane to the point where the Living Light can establish itself on the physical plane, do the work required in the physical form, and return again to the Divine Light.

THE ANCIENT MYSTICAL WHITE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT

Ever since man has been, the ancient mystical White Brotherhood after the Order of Melchizedek has been. It is spiritual as God is spiritual. It is birthless, ageless, and deathless as God is birthless, ageless, and deathless. It is not a mundane organization, having no earthly lodges nor any material buildings or churches made of brick, steel, or stone. It is not founded on any man-made dogma, creed, or ritual. It is free from any influence or persuasion, and its authority and power come from the eternal Divine Source of pure being.

Members of the White Brotherhood who have risen to the Melchizedek plane are referred to as sons of God. In very ancient times, the first governors of nations and races were Melchizedek priests and kings. (They are referred to as having Divine authority.)
They were sent by the high principle of life, the "I AM," to perform these duties to establish moral law and order for the protection and benefit of humanity. These members were always noble, spiritual entities and were regarded as possessing the divine authority to so rule. Their decisions were never questioned, because their decisions and judgments were always just.

All master teachers of old, including those we are more familiar with, such as Abraham, Amenhotep of Egypt, Gautama Buddha, Confucius, Krishna, Enoch, Daniel, Jesus, Zoroaster, Pythagoras, Plato, Aristotle, and many other myriad teachers of old, as well as many of more recent times, were members of the White Brotherhood and shall continue to be so forever. ... Just as Abraham was the Christ-light of God to his people, and the teacher Confucius was the Christ-light of God to his people, Zoroaster was the Christ-light of God to his people, even as Gautama Buddha of India and Jesus of Nazareth were each the Christ-light of God to their people in their time.

THE TEACHINGS OF THE GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT

Members of the ancient mystical White Brotherhood, after the Order of Melchizedek, are myriad in number and are invisible to the human eye. They are very high spiritual beings from many planets of the universe, including this planet Earth. These highly evolved great ones are of superior character, extremely wise, and express divine intelligence beyond our mortal comprehension. They always work together as one. There are many ways they use to convey their instruction when it is necessary to use the vibration of sound. They are able to speak the language of any race or nation that they are contacting and with whom they are working. They work mainly from the exalted supernatural planes of divine intelligence.

There are many degrees, planes, or levels in the White Brotherhood. In the category of learning for souls seeking illumination, there are also many levels, as in our schools of the mundane or earthly schools. We have the lower grades and the higher grades of education, such as high school, colleges, and universities. Likewise, the ancient White Brotherhood have these various levels of advancement on the inner planes of consciousness. As the consciousness is expanded, its growth covers unlimited fields of operation that are vast in scope and dimension.

Teachers on one plane of consciousness receive their instructions from those of a higher plane of greater light and divine wisdom. This limitless spiral of ascension goes on and on, ever upward, outward into the vastness of eternal light, for there is no end to truth and light. Never will there be an end, for the end is ever the beginning.

Any soul that was part of this Earth plane and its experiences, and which reached this highest plane of consciousness called the “Melchizedek Order”, has reached it through a dedicated life of unselfish service to God, during many incarnations. Asking no praise, power, or recognition, but having the inner awareness of the all-pervading, immutable principles of pure being, the Christ-consciousness, the Godmind is self-realized and established.

THE BROTHERHOOD OF MANKIND

The teachings of these great divine teachers (of the Brotherhood of Light) have been known for thousands of years. The most ancient records reveal the presence of these great ones in old Chaldean times, in Egypt, and in Persia. The records reveal that they were always referred to as the "Brotherhood of Mankind."
They foretold that many of their order would come, and they spoke of a "master of masters" (Jesus of Nazareth) who would enlighten humanity to a far greater degree than those who proceeded him. He would be a high priest, after the Order of Melchizedek. They prophesied that he, too, would be born of a woman as other great ones before him. He, as they, would be born under spiritual, mystical circumstances. His birth, life, and purpose would be announced by the angelic heavenly hosts.

The (Great White Brotherhood of Light) are aware at all times what is transpiring on our Earth and are in constant communication, on the inner planes of life, with other members of the Order, and of those of the subordinate planes of the Brotherhood. Nothing is hidden from them; they are always aware of what is taking place and read the motives of mankind behind the actions even before they have taken place.

Wherever the voice of one of the great ones is heard, through any avenue, the values of life take on a new meaning and direction. Thus man of Earth is able to see and understand the outcome of certain actions taken, whenever the divine guidance of the Council is followed in preference to that of mortal reasoning. Its ultimate conclusions always contribute to the advancement of man's moral character and spiritual stature, for he has gained greater spiritual insight.

_There is but one man, Godman. Let no man of Earth, in his limited understanding, tell you otherwise, for he or she who so attempts to do is speaking in error, contrary to truth. All are in the One and the One is eternally in all, all One._

All great spiritual teachers recognize this true eternal principle of the brotherhood of man, the completeness of creation in the vastness of life. Life is complete. However, man must first become aware of this completeness, and this he will do when he ascends in consciousness enough to comprehend the vastness of his own divinity. Very few of those (in the past) who heard the messages fully understood the meaning, nor were they able to grasp the meaning of the unity of the human race in the spiritual realms.
ON THE PATH OF THE GREAT WHITE BROTHERHOOD OF LIGHT

While man lives in his physical body, he is often given over to strange notions. (That is the so-called denser side of matter.) Man never becomes perfectly free from the astral shell, which he builds for himself out of every thought, word, and deed while he occupies his time in the physical world. This astral shell conveys him after his transition. Man, in his rebellion, clings to many of these peculiar and strange notions, contrary to truth. Therefore it necessitates incarnations, birth after birth (name it as you will) until at last man becomes free from all material superstitions and on the road where he will discard all mental obstructions. Then he will be weaving together the threads he gathered in the shuttle across the loom of life, for he will be finishing the pattern of his life's record.

One of the first steps in soul growth is the disciplining of the emotional nature of man (and the severing of the astral cord). Disciplining means learning by the application of truths learned through meditation, prayers, doing, living, controlling your actions and reaction. These lead to the purification of not only the physical centers of the body, but the etheric centers. Man is full of many complexes, attitudes and desires based on intellectual reasoning. By continuing his dedication, he is led until the purification of the centers is accomplished and they are as lighted candles on the altar of God. Many of these souls are quite frequently unnoticed among men of Earth; they could be friends, co-workers, neighbors, or loved ones close by who are being prepared for some greater service in the Father's house.

There is only one ascension and that is the ascension in consciousness. When the soul comprehends the true purposes of life, the controlling principles, the divine plan of unfoldment, it is illumined, or "Christed;" the Godmind has taken full control and as Paul said, "Let that mind be in you which was in Christ Jesus." Thus man becomes a member of the great White Brotherhood with an opportunity for higher growth under the Melchizedek Order. He is now aware of his union with God, his true selfhood in the white light of God, a radiant son, and as a son of God he is immersed, submerged in the pure presence of the great oversoul of life, which we call God.

Man cannot serve until there is a necessity for service. As the necessity arises, each one that they have called stands ready to answer the summons, spread the love of God wherever you can. Whatever you do, do it lovingly. Love is the greatest power in the universe, thus many experiences of life appear as what man calls miracles. Love sent forth brought about the seeming miracles.

Love becomes a great magnetic power and draws unto itself still greater essence of the presence of God. As the masters of old lived their portion of life serving others as "unto God," so continue to help others to behold all life as God’s life, and they, too, shall serve as “unto God”.

Ever remember that members of the White Brotherhood are always creators of good will, harmony, and love, never strife nor deception, being advocates of the living, radiant light of divine love. They always encourage the noblest attributes in others, and they frequently strive to inspire man toward perfecting the spiritual growth by applying the understanding he has and appropriating its resulting wisdom in his consciousness.
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